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Features of ionic water-generator components

[A]	 250W SMPS
	 	SMPS allow to improve the stability of power and to allow an accurate PH realization.

[B]	 5”LARGE COLOR LCD
	 	Consumers are able to distinguish the stage of alkali water that is being discharged at one 

glance.

[C] TOUCH-SENSOR
	 	Ioncare Series han been applied with Touch-Sensor method making it user friendly

[D] AUTO-CLEANSING & AUTO-DISCHARGE
	 	Ioncare series automatically clean the electrolyzer and discharge the remaining water, for 

resolving hygienic issue as well as expanding the lifespan of electrolyzer.

[E] ORIGINAL RECOGNITION CHIP OF FILTER
	 	Ioncare Series applied original recognition chip of the filter enabling the consumers to 

use reliable products.

[F] HIGH FUNTIONAL TWO-FILTER SYSTEM
	 	Instead One-filter method lowers the purification capability, Two-Filter method  has been 

enhance the purification capability for reliable drinking water.

[G] ADJUSTMENT OF CURRENT TO 240 STAGES
	 	Ioncare Series allows the current to be adjusted to 240 stages, generating stable alkali 

water.

[H] MAXIMUM 7 LAYERS ELECTRODE PALTES
	 	Majority of domestic water ionizers mainly use 3 or 5 layers which is used for 1-2 years, 

Seven layers to extend lifespan with sustainability of high purity alkaline water.

Healthy water makes 
you healthy
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This home medical equipment is certified by KFDA for its efficacy in improving four major gastrointestinal 	
symptoms, indigestion, chronic diarrhea, acid indigestion and gastrointestinal heterofermentation.
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Oxidation Reduction

ALKALISE 

IONCARES Alkaline Water is rich in active hydrogen, which acts 
as an effective anti-oxidant to reserve cellular damage caused 
by oxidative free radicals and reduce the effects of aging, all 
while rejuvenating your body’s ability to flush unwanted toxins 
from your body.

ANTIOXIDISE

Alkaline water ionizer brings a host benefits that lead to better health 
and by extension, better living. By transforming the internal body 
environment from acidic to alkaline, the body is returned to its 

	 most 	ideal state. This process begins 
	 by neutralizing acids and removing 
	 toxins from the body through the 
	 consumption of Ioncares 
	 Alkaline water.

Ioncares water has smaller molecules that penetrate easily into 
cells and organs to dissolve and flush out toxins, eliminating 
dangerous elements and removing free radicals to ensure our 
bodies stay clean and healthy, inside and out.

DETOXIFY
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One cup after waking up, 	
and one cup before going to bed daily

(removing active oxygen)

When drinking coffee or tea

Drinking purpose for babies 	
and for infant formula 

(improving gastrointestinal disturbance)

Use when cooking Washing fruits and vegetables 
(maintaining freshness)

[ with alkaline water ]
Travel

When washing your face, 	
taking a bath, or washing your hair

Brushing your teeth

Using for humidifiers Washing your pets

[ with acidic water ]
Travel
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Water that 
your body 
needs!

Is your water hydrogen water?
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Effects of hydrogen water
Pore tightening and wrinkle improvement
Five-nanometer-sized hydrogen water which is 1/5,000 smaller 
than the size of pores, removes waste in pores, tightens pores, and 
reduces active oxygen, which is a main cause of aging. 

Whitening effect
Tyrosinase enzymes, which make melanin, are formed by active 
oxygen. Hydrogen water reduces melanin and maximizes whitening 
effect by neutralizing and converting oxygen water into water.

Moisturizing effect lasting up to eight hours
Since hydrogen water is negative-ionized and as tiny as five 
nanometers, it penetrates deep into the skin and thus delivers 
excellent moisturizing power. 

Acne removal and sterilizing effect
It helps remove various germs and viruses causing acne inside the 
skin. 

Healing water excellent for antioxidation, as well as removing active oxygen

Stress relief

Before/after exercise

Skin care Fatigue recovery

Healthy drinking water for pets

Highly concentrated hydrogen water of 1,000~1,200ppb is rich in minerals. It is also 
powerful antioxidant water reducing active oxygen in the body, even if you drink just 1~2 
cups of water daily. 

Water that 
your skin 
drinks!


